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Council Vision & Mission
Women empowerment cross-border (India and Eastern-USA)
by way of increased participation & contribution of women in
Trade & Commerce across sectors.
Economic evidence shows that giving women and men the
same opportunities result in the economic growth of the
country. Therefore, mission of the council is to address and
influence policies, laws and any other form of issues which
restraints the growth of women in contributing to the economy
of the country.
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Sheilza Bhatia
INDIA-EASTERN USA BUSINESS PRESIDENT
WICCI
Founder at Janm Foundation, Women’s division Gurugram lead at JJP and Director of India Operations
at EntryIndia.com
Sheilza is a social and political worker who has been relentlessly working on empowerment of the women &
community for one of the most backward region of Gurugram – Mewat (a region is notoriously known for
anarchy). She has been passionately working here since 2014 trying to bring livelihood opportunities for the
people. She has a solid public service background and has got an opportunity to serve people through various
organizations.
Sheilza is currently leading the women’s division in Gurgaon for her political party Jannayak Janta Paty (JJP)
which is a ruling party in Haryana. Her aim is to persuade and increase the participation of women in active
politics. Sheilza ran for MLA elections from Gurgaon Constituency and was the only female candidate from the
entire district out of 21 male candidates. She was covered by Twitter and NDTV in a special
coverage (https://twitter.com/Sheilza29/status/1180103368640843777?s=20).
In addition to her social and political work, Sheilza is a director at EntryIndia.com where she advices and
supports the company’s vision for offering a unique platform for companies in India, USA and around the globe
to seamlessly connect with each other to do business. She is also co-founder of Uniform Republique which
designs and manufactures uniforms for different industries in India. In past, she has worked for G4S (world’s
leading global security company) as a General Manager of Uniform Division. She was also the Business headof
the Corporate Division of Leconet Hemant – a design company founded by French-based designers.
Sheilza is a graduate of Delhi University and did her Post Graduation programs in International Business from
IMT. Her vision is to serve the overall welfare of living beings and thus all her ventures are towards community
and women empowerment.
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Priya Madan
INDIA-EASTERN USA BUSINESS VICE PRESIDENT
WICCI
Managing Director - Indo British Garments (100% subsidiary of G4S)

Being a Chartered Accountant and Company Secretery, Priya’s expertise in Finance background brings lot of
value to her manufacturing company which hires 300 women workers at their facility in Faridabad.
Priya holds a gold medal for her outstanding performance from All India Management Association. Her 16 years
of a powerful career span that started off as an Assistant manager in Finance Department of a Textile Company
to becoming a Financial Controllor to Managing Director of a company is a proof of her extraordinary Managerial
skills.
She has played diversified roles in her career and the journey has been bumpy. The sheer grit and determination
of achieving goals and targets has kept her going through the hardest times and today she is a successful career
woman who inspires hundreds of women everyday.
Priya is also working for the welfare women in manual scavengers community and also helps them getting
enough work to sustain by getting them employed. Her compassionate nature makes her a lovable person .
She has been supporting several women related causes in her organisation as well outside her organisation. She
has an excellent exposure working with international clients as most of her business comes from overseas
customers.
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Ritika Amit Kumar
COUNCIL MEMBER, EDUCATION
WICCI
Founder at The Young Chronicle – children’s newspaper

Ritika is a STEM Education specialist .She runs a newspaper for children, by the name of Curious Kids Media
Tech. Her organization runs a newspaper for children, called The Young Chronicle, and is now beginning to get
STEM educators on one platform, for 360 degree learning.
A strong advocate for women empowerment, she started-up with an all women team, and has nurtured flexibility
and work from home, since its inception. Upskilling women and giving them an environment and identity, have
been a core focus area for her organization, while ensuring that children access to the best possible experiential
education.
Armed with a degree in Mass Communication from IP College, and an MBA from MICA, she has worked in
marketing and e-learning roles prior to starting up. Her 13 year long experience includes managing crucial roles at
Groupon India, Network 18, and has written e-learning and interactive learning modules for NIIT, Tata Interactive
and Topper Learning.
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Shipra Upadhyaya
COUNCIL MEMBER, ORGANIC FARMING
WICCI
Founder at Kaafal Tree Products

Shipra is an entrepreneur in organic farming sector. She runs a farm in foothills of Uttarakhand with her husband.
The farm produces organic pulses, rice, wheat, spices, herbs, vegetables and fruits. She also runs a firm named
Kaafal Tree Products. Her firm processes and packages organic produce to make it consumable and marketable.
She has been working to empower rural women by engaging and training women of her village to produce
pickles, jams, jellies and other consumables made from organic produce.
With a degree of B.A. (Hons.) History from Gargi College, Delhi University and Masters in History from Jawaharlal
Nehru University, she worked as a Public Relations professional before she decided that her heart lies in farming.
She hopes to provide a platform to organic farmers to get the right value for their produce.
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Sanobar Khan
COUNCIL MEMBER, SUSTAINABLE LIVING AND FARMING
WICCI
Managing Director Mewat International

Sanobar is operating in Singapore and Mongolia in Hospitality and Service Industry. Global experience of working
in diverse circumstances in UK, Singapore, Mongolia and USA.
Presently working in Mewat Farms which is an experiment in sustainable Agriculture and Dairy Industry. Areas of
focus are harnessing solar energy, soil regeneration through animal compost and water conservation and crop
rotation. It is also to prove interdependency of land, and humans to substance and balance the Environment
Guiding FPOs in Mewat for better empowerment of farmers.

She is a graduate from JNU and Management from Singapore.
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Dr. Nimmi Rastogi
COUNCIL MEMBER, MEDICAL
WICCI
Obstetrician & Gynecologist, CEO at Sarthak Medical Centre

Dr Nimmi Rastogi is an Obstetrician & Gynecologist practicing as Fertility expert besides counseling on
psychosexual health of women raising awareness on changing paradigm surrounding a woman’s wellbeing.
Starting as student activist in India’s prestigious all women medical institute Lady Harding Medical College, she
reflects natural flair for causes and community drives meant for fair & equitable society. Having worked in many
hospitals and organization she currently heads a multispecialty med-center. Sarthak Medical Center is dedicated
to wholesome health.

On WHO panel for research for vector borne disease her exposure to global health & communication skills come
handy to reiterate acumen of doctors of Indian origin doing good work worldwide. Working for the menstrual
hygiene and sexual health of homeless adolescent girls at traffic signal under PRAYAS she ran countless camps
and clinics for a decade to create awareness on STD prevention. She was invited to help draft health vision &
election manifesto for the state of Delhi in 2013. She was later appointed as Lead Health in Delhi Govt’s
‘’Dialogue & Development Commission’’ and continues to advise them on Planning and Policy matters related to
health. It was under this organization the concept of ‘’Mohalla Clinic was conceptualized that now serve millions of
people in Delhi. Executive member of governing council on Delhi University colleges she has been mentoring girl
students in Maitreyi College on career and entrepreneurship. Dr Rastogi has also served on District COVID TASK
FORCE during Pandemic and has been offering free of cost consultancy to COVID stricken families from weaker
section of society besides mentoring a group of doctors to tele consult patients recuperating in home isolation.
Her views have been featured in Harvard Business Review on Delhi state’s unique strategy on controlling COVID
cases and she has recently co-authored a book on COVID commissioned by Apollo Group of Hospitals. She
writes a blog inspired by the sensitive side of women seeking her counsel. She is on panel of DD News & AIR for
health awareness shows. Dr Nimmi Rastogi is media spokesperson of Aam Aadmi Party.
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Dr. Mukta Vasal
COUNCIL MEMBER, HEALTH CARE
WICCI
Senior Consultant, Child & Adolescent Psychologist, Founder- Nerd&Nerdy

She is the Founder and CEO of NerdNerdy, a research based, technology & learning resources company, in
Special Needs & Education, with over 20 years of experience in Health Care – Special Needs & Education.
NerdNerdy is a woman led and empowered start-up, with a vision to address the gaps in the Education sector,
and also in the mental health-special needs, by empowering different stakeholders – Schools, Therapy Centres &
Parents with innovative products and technology solutions. We have a Research Centre with multi-disciplinary
team of therapists for Special Needs and Gifted learners, based in Gurgaon. Having worked with kids with special
needs for over 20 years, we aim to fill in the huge void in this sector through our technology tools, & learning &
development resources
Our other vertical supports Educational institutions with the aim to empower teachers to improve learning
outcomes in Classrooms.
I have been trained in a blend of Psychology, Education & Child Development and studied in India & USA.
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Suneet Singh
COUNCIL MEMBER, REAL ESTATE
WICCI
Marketing Head at Central Park
Suneet is a strong business development and marketing professional with a Master’s degree in Management
Studies from Symbiosis Pune. She has acquired experience across sectors, including in real estate most recently
and retail and fashion prior to this. Her forte encompasses Marketing Management, Brand Management, Real
Estate Marketing, Retail, Customer Experience & Brand Implementation.
Her most recent stint was as GM - Marketing, Training & Customer Experience at Central Park, with focus on
digital transformation and customer centricity. An integral part of her role was to deliver customer analytics from
across touch points to enable better business decisions and enhance customer experience. With the involvement
of technology into business practices, she was instrumental in integrating Microsoft Dynamics, an integrated
platform, across projects, aimed at better customer understanding for better customer relationships &
conversions.
Simultaneously, she was responsible for strategy for digital consumers; creating, increasing
online presence. An endeavour taken up in line with this was to initiate a portal for online
through identifying and implementing relevant omni-channel solutions for the future and
experience at the project sites. Other responsibilities included Brand Management, Events
CSR) as well as setting up in-house Call Centre Operations.

and sustaining an
booking of homes
support customer
(both corporate &
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In her free time, Suneet loves to travel with family, is an avid reader, a Netflix binge-watcher and enjoys blogging
now on her blog page "Twisted Realities“.
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Megha Awasthy
COUNCIL MEMBER, CORPORATE WORKPLACE
WICCI
Director for Design Alliances, Asia Pacific at Steelcase
Megha works at Steelcase, the global leader in the office furniture industry as the Director for Design Alliances,
Asia Pacific. She is strategic thinker and force majeure behind driving compelling future-state discussions and
crafting workshops based on a human-centric design approach. She also has extensive experience in product
design in the luxury lifestyle accessory and jewelry industries.
Megha deeply believes in women empowerment through skill development and has been associated with NGOs
like Janm Foundation for the same. She has also chaired the anti-sexual harassment committee for women in the
export houses where she has worked, in the hope that women employees and artisans would have a powerful
voice within the system.
With a pragmatic, no-holds barred attitude to achieving goals, she looks forward to reaching out to many more
talented women and help pave their path to independence and success.
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Abida Nahid
COUNCIL MEMBER, MEDIA & ADVERTISING
WICCI
Consultant for D-Mobile Lab Spain

Abida’s expertise is in sales and marketing are the focus of her work.
Her 15 year career span that started off as a Copywriter for several ATL advertising agencies took her on a
journey through outdoor, experiencial, digital advertising agencies, and production houses. During this time she
has been part of some of the most reputable firms like WPP Group, Publics Group, Gray Global Group, Time of
India, Miditech, NTT DOCOMO Inc. and Digital Virgo.
She has been part of both the creative and business side of the marketing world and this exposure has helped her
gain an all round understanding of Media and Advertising. She has been associated with the mobile app industry
for the last 5 years and has since been contributing to the new economy.
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Bushra Fatima Taqvi
COUNCIL MEMBER, PRINT AND DIGITAL MEDIA
WICCI
Bushra is a Former Chief Copy Editor of Times of India (digital), Bushra has a way with words, which never fail to
miss their mark. She had donned multiple hats in her eight years tenure at the Times, some of which involved
coming up with innovative ideas in promoting various marketing messages. Spearheading the advertising
campaign for Write India Campaign was also one of her many distinguished roles.
This PG Diploma holder in Criminal Psychology is also armed with a penetrating insight into the social dynamics
of today's world and that of human behaviour. With communication and psychological insight as her key
strengths, she is a maverick at throwing light at the root causes of the issues that we are plagued with and
bringing them to the surface with crystal clarity.

With a Post Graduate Diploma in Advertising, Event Management and Public Relations, she has also worked with
Wizcraft Entertainment International in the past, where she was actively involved in bringing the larger-than-life
events to life.
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Anshu Bhogra
COUNCIL MEMBER, RETAIL
WICCI
Anshu plays varied of roles as a full time professional. She plays a role in the fashion retail sector, of a mother, of
an actor and of a mentor. With her career spanning across 23 years in fashion and retail industry, she has
embodied skills of product buying & merchandising, business planning and ecommerce.
Leading a team to achieve business goals of sales and profit, she derives her energy from people and meaningful
conversations and from within herself. She believes in free expression of self and emotions and that made her
delve into theatre as an actor and mentoring kids and teenagers through acting and theatre as a medium.
A proud and happy mother of 2 teenage daughters, she believes in progressive education and learning over the
conventional educational system.
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Ashu D Walia
COUNCIL MEMBER, FASHION DESIGN
WICCI
A performer and persuasive Fashion Designer with successful experience in the fashion industry, presently spear
heading the garment export business as General Manager Design, for a leading garment exporter Orient Craft Pvt
Ltd and specialising in trend analysis, global sourcing, creating/ strategizing customized & conceptual collections
for varied European and US-based brands & retail stores.

Philosophy of identifying innovative approaches and introducing fresh perspectives not only helps businesses to
evolve and grow but also motivates and act as a driving force to me .
Other than being a designer I am a proud mother of a 13-year boy whose passion is football and he has played
various international tournament from his football academy .
I also have keen interest in bridal wear fashion which I do parallel as a hobby just to keep my spirit high .
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Hema Hingorani
COUNCIL MEMBER, AVIATION
WICCI
Hema has been a strong woman from the word go. While working with huge corporate houses, she has exceled
the art of work-home balance. Her work experience, of over two decades, in diversified roles, has enhanced her
people managing skills which she utilizes in her day-to-day interactions and activities. Her interpersonal and
management skills are helping her today in her role as a senior manager at an Aviation & Hospitality
conglomerates Director office. With this job role, she manages and supports multiple companies’ business
activities on a daily basis.
With an inclination to balance her life, she undertakes and encourages under privileged children to complete their
education by visiting government schools and provide counselling to senior students for helping them to choose
skill-oriented courses, supporting old age homes by visiting and regularly interacting with senior citizens, supports
in creating awareness of various social causes and raising funds to support these causes.
A warm person at heart, she is always ready to go that extra mile to support the needy.
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Noopurr R Chablani
COUNCIL MEMBER, AVIATION
WICCI
Secretary-Women in Aviation International & General Manager- Corporate Communications & CSR, The
Bird Group
Proactive and a creative marketing professional Noopurr is an alumni of the prestigious Symbiosis Institute of
Media and Communications. With over 20 years of work experience, Noopurr is a communication specialist in the
travel and aviation industry.
Noopurr has been acknowledged for strengthening companies to lead in highly competitive markets and
delivering innovative marketing concepts & strategies. A successful Public Relations professional she has steered
the development and execution of strategic public relations campaigns aimed at meeting both business and
communications goals, ensuring that campaigns leverage all applicable media, social and marketing channels.
A working mother to her 14 year old son she is married to Ritesh Chablani, an entrepreneur. An avid reader in her
free time, Noopurr is passionate about reading especially biographies and aspires to write one day. With an
internal ability to nurture Noopurr loves gardening and is a very vocal green crusader.
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Vidushi Kansal
COUNCIL MEMBER, STUDENT
WICCI
Student at Hansraj College

Vidushi Kansal is pursuing a Bachelors Degree in Economics from Hansraj College, Delhi University. She
envisions to pursue a career in management consultancy and community upliftment. Along with excelling in
academics, Vidushi is avidly involved in Enactus, a student-based social Entrepreneurship Organisation. As the
Board of Director, she has taken up concrete steps to solve problems such as unavailability of clean drinking
water, air pollution, upliftment of the specially-abled and freeing small children from the vicious trap of drug abuse.
She believes in actively taking charge and contributing substantially to ensure elevating the community. She
wishes to use the privileges endowed upon her as a means to positively impact society. A determined teenager,
Vidushi wants to partake in creating a better and equal future for women in all walks of life.
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Arundhati Balasubramaniam
COUNCIL MEMBER, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
WICCI
Freshman at Ashoka University
Arundhati is currently pursuing a major in Computer Science and Entrepreneurial Leadership from Ashoka
university. She is a member of the New York Academy of Sciences (NYAS). During her time at the Junior
Academy of NYAS, of which she was one of the youngest inducted members, she led 4 projects, with
team members from over 10 countries. She was a finalist for designing an Ebola Survivor Observation System.
For this project, she won the Innovator of the Year award in 2018 from her school, The Shri Ram School Aravali.
She was the Head of the Operations and Infrastructure Department at the Asian Regional Space Settlement
Design Competition, and she won the Dick Edwards Award for Exceptional Leadership for this role.
She was also nominated by her school to be a member of The University of Hong Kong’s Academy for the
Talented. As part of the Academy, she attended the International Symposium on STEM Education in Hong Kong,
where she led a team of 8 people from 3 countries and designed a portable Refugee Healthcare System named
Sirona which diagnosed refugees with cardiovascular disorders. For this project, she received another Innovator
of the Year award in 2020 from her school, being one of three people to receive this twice.
She was also the only Indian attendee of Nobel Week 2019, in Stockholm, Sweden, organised by the National
Society of High School Scholars. During this event, she attended the Nobel Lectures at Stockholm University and
interacted with the chairpersons of the Nobel Prize Selection Committee.
Currently, she is a member of the multimedia department of her college newspaper, The Edict. She is also a
Grade 8 Pianist from Trinity College, London. She enjoys photography and digital art in her free time.
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Richa Rana
COUNCIL MEMBER, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
WICCI
Richa has 20+ years of experience in varied roles in technology, operations, and supply chain and as an
entrepreneur. She is a B.Tech Comp Science, took technology way back in 1989, when it was a very nascent
stage, believing that IT is a way to go.
Starting her career with Escorts in the latest of the technology, moving on to NIIT,building platforms and providing
IT services to Japanese, Singapore, US, and British customers worldwide, playing a diverse role and providing
leadership. Received many prestigious awards for contributing and building NIIT’s vision.Helped Fidelity
Investments to start their operations in India from scratch, building 10,000 + people workforce, managing
Technology team across technology, platforms,and development. Received many awards and recognition from
Industry leaders and
recipient of highest award (President awardee) for leading the organization ahead on
leadership development.
Strong advocate of Balancing Employee and Client Needs, giving opportunities to young talent and bringing in
diversity at workplace. Started initiatives and got involved in various programs like Talent Connect, Women
Mentorship programs across countries. Her entrepreneurship bug caught her after a successful corporate stint
and founded an
HR KPO. With the e commerce industry booming in and to promote “Voice for Local” launched ecommerce store
called “Artistory International” that brings Artisans of India together at one commerce e-commerce platform. Now,
she is heading Siccion Labs,another technology firm, focusing on bringing Data and AI together.

An eminent speaker and writer, she is continuous speaker in various organizations,motivating people especially
women on how to build successful professional and personal life. Currently also on advisory board of Sanskriti
group of Institutions.
A mother of 17 year old boy, passionate about reading , travelling and understand different culture and societies
and understanding from different experiences
and people.
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Vandana Mishra
COUNCIL MEMBER, TRAVEL
WICCI
Vandana has over 26 years of experience in the field of Travel & Hospitality.
Over the last few years her focus has been on outdoor activities, adventure travel and offbeat explorations. Her
idea is experiential travel with great company of likeminded people and she comes along in most of her group
programs.

Vandana is the Founder & Director for Travandyz - an experiential travel platform. Putting all her years of
experience into curating travel itineraries for people and also group programs which she leads.
The unmatched services has fetched many awards for Travandyz such as 'COWE India excellence award',
'Wommenovator 100 Faces' and recently a finalist of 'Times SHE UnLTD Entrepreuner Awards 2020'
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Dr. Shalini Yadav
COUNCIL MEMBER, LEGAL
WICCI
Advocate, Political observer, Public speaker, Writer, LLB (Hons), MA, M. Phil, PHD

Dr Shalini Yadav is a person of a varied and extensive background in International Relations, Education, Media,
Social Activism, Politics, Entrepreneurship and Law. Her involvement with environmental causes date back to her
student days with linkages with United Nation’s Leadership Academy, Jordan, and an offer from Syracuse
University, the world’s top ranked university for pursuing a Ph. D in International Affairs, grassroots campaigning
for Saving Aravalli mountain ranges, and later on to save Lakes and waterbodies.
She’s been a Prime time Radio Jockey for India’s foremost radio station Radio Mirchi. She pursued a journey into
educational entrepreneurship even as her child turned one and established one of the most successful preschools in her city. Politics beckoned from her involvement in Lok Pal movement and she joined AAP, as
Coordinator of Gurgaon for 2014 Lok Sabha elections and then becoming its State Observer and the only woman
on its Haryana State Disciplinary Committee, and eventually being asked to helm its women’s wing. She is
regularly invited on television channels as a lawyer, a Political and Social Observer and an Educationist and has
been a Speaker on Women’s Economic Forum’s International Conference in 2016, where she spoke on “The
imperatives of Women’s Political Participation”. She has been part of pioneer groups at All India levels to
implement this vision she strongly upholds.
She is a practicing Advocate, and also holds a Masters degree in Modern Indian History, and a Doctorate in
International Relations from the prestigious Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi.
She has successfully spearheaded movements for Women’s issues, actively campaigned for grassroots political
and social awareness of women in Haryana and Punjab. In January 2018, as a response to the rising cases of
rapes, molestation and physical violence against Women and Children, she spearheaded a Pan-india campaign
"#EnoughIsEnough" calling for Zero Tolerance to Sexual Harassment and Crimes against them.
She is an avid reader, writer, poet and a vocal crusader against social injustices and destructive prejudices that
limit human potential from achieving its fullest and an advocate of gender parity in particular. Her articles and
views are regularly published in newspapers and mainstream media.
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Tanya Agarwal
COUNCIL MEMBER, FITNESS
WICCI
By education, Tanya is an English Literature graduate and a post-graduate in Masters in Business Administration
from NMIMS, Bombay with a specialisation in Marketing. While she worked for the corporate sector in India and
Singapore for 7 years, she has continued to pursue her love for teaching international exams (SAT, GMAT) for 15
years now.
In her Tedx talk in 2019, she celebrates her averageness at her multidimensional life, careers, and hobbies and
believes that waking up with a fire in the belly, a challenge to self is what will keep us alive with our purpose every
single day.
She is a fitness enthusiast with a love for writing. She has actively pursued her zeal for health and wellness
through yoga and running for the last 8 years now. For the last 4 years +, she has successfully run a fitness and
health blog www.wellthyfit.com where she along with other fitness enthusiasts and experts writes about fitness,
mental health and motivation. She uses her voice on her platform to break conditioning and stereotypes that
surround women in the recent times.
She is the Co-Founder of Shed It Run, a body positivity concept led by a strong group of 13 women runners/
cyclists/ swimmers who urge women to shed their inhibitions in sports and fitness.
She takes her expertise and love for yoga and fitness to various small sized NGOs for underprivileged children
and teaches breathing and healing techniques to victims of domestic violence and rape.
She is a passionate runner, a mother of two young kids. Her strengths are in the field of fitness, women
empowerment, marketing and writing.
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SUPPORTED BY
WICCI is supported by the massive
global

networks

of

ALL

Ladies

League (ALL), Women Economic
Forum (WEF), and SHEconomy.
ALL is a movement of ‘Sisters Beyond
Borders.’
WEF is a platform for ‘Business

Beyond Borders.’ SHEconomy is ecommerce for women worldwide in

Goods & Services for ‘Commerce
Beyond Borders’
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COUNTRIES

REPRESENTED

Albania, Angola, Armenia, Argentina, Australia, Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Brazil, Burundi, Cameroon, Canada, Chad,
China, Costa Rica, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Colombia, Ecuador, Egypt, Ghana, Germany, Greece, Guatemala,
Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Italy, Israel, Ireland, Japan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Lesotho, Luxembourg, Malawi,
Malaysia, Mexico, Moldova, Monaco, Montenegro, Morocco, Mozambique, Malta, Netherlands, Nigeria, Nepal, New
Zealand, North Macedonia, Norway, Paraguay, Portugal, Peru, Puerto Rico, Philippines, Qatar, Romania, Russia,
Rwanda, Serbia, Singapore, Slovenia, Spain, South Africa, South Korea, Suriname, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Tunisia,
Turkey, Uganda, Ukraine, UK, Uruguay, Venezuela, Vietnam, Virgin Islands (US), UAE, USA, Uzbekistan, Zimbabwe.26
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